Confitemini Domini
Confitemini Domino was composed by Alessandro Costantini (1581-1657), an Italian composer of the Baroque Era. The English translation of the Latin text is “O give thanks unto the Lord, for he is gracious: because his mercy endures forever.” The text comes from Psalm 117. – Cassandra Michel

O Vos Omnes
The composer, Thomas Juneau, has created and conducted many choirs on the East Coast. Most notably, he is founder and Artistic Director of the Juneau Vocal Alliance, a professional choral ensemble based in New Jersey. While the music of O Vos Omnes is original, the text is from Lamentations 1:12. Translated, we are singing "O all you who pass along this way, behold and see if there is any sorrow like unto my sorrow." - Jacque Simays

If Ye Love Me
Thomas Tallis was born into the Roman Catholic tradition during the first decade of the 16th century. He was an English composer who acted as an organist and a singer in the Dover Priory. Tallis’ early work focused mostly on church modes. He created many pieces that would accompany church festivals or other special occasions. This anthem resembles a Latin motet. Tallis took his time when composing his work; diverse techniques are shown throughout. – Shianne Reschke

Let All the World in Every Corner Sing
The original text was written by George Herbert in 1620 and set for choir by Dr. Andrea Ramsey in 2012. Herbert was an English poet, priest of the Church of England, and a public orator for Trinity College at Cambridge University. Dr. Ramsey is a composer, conductor, and music scholar who believes that music can help us understand ourselves, our community, and humanity better. Along these lines, the piece itself emphasizes the role of the heart in praising the Lord. It is easy to get swept up in the music and feel your heart well up with love and triumphant praise. – Logan Ardovino

Tantum Ergo
The text of Tantum Ergo was written by St. Thomas Aquinas (c. 1264), set to music by Gabriel Fauré (1845-1924), and published in 1893. Its sweeping melodic lines and expressive themes are indicative of the Romantic Era in which it was composed. – Megan Roozeboom
Canon of Praise

This piece is based on three complementary melodies. Each is sung individually before being sung in a round and the big finale is all three partner songs being sung together. This song is uniquely challenging for a choir of our size. The piano and bells add to the joy and energy. – Jacque Simays

Njoktje

Composer Frode Fjellheim is a Norwegian composer and professor of music from Trondheim, Norway. Most of Fjellheim's music is inspired by Sámi tradition of Nordic music known as 'yoik'. The Sámi are an indigenous group who inhabited modern day Northern Europe. This sound ('yoik') can be heard in Fjellheim's various pieces written for the infamous Cantus Choir, who are featured on the Disney soundtrack Frozen.

'Njoktje' is the South Sámi word for swan. This music is based on an old yoik describing the beautiful bird. Elements from the original yoik have been used together with personal experiences of the composer, Frode Fjellheim, to compose this piece. – Katie Hendrikson

VoiceDance

VoiceDance is literally what the title suggests – a dance for voices. Singing on scat syllables instead of words allows us to focus on the experience of singing together and expressing the joy that brings to our hearts. The syncopated rhythms add to the feeling that we are dancing through our singing. Greg Jasperse wrote this piece for jazz singer Jennifer Shelton for her marriage to drummer Steve Barnes. – Evie Hoff

Will the Circle Be Unbroken?

This piece was originally written as a hymn around the turn of the 20th century. The song refers to the family circle and all, one day, being reunited in heaven. The hymn was re-worked – though the chorus remained intact - and made popular by the Carter family in 1935.
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